CALL FOR INTER-UNITS COOPERATION

FUNDING: Short-term mobility of IMM researchers among the six IMM units

STAYS:
- New data 15/10/2023 - 31/01/2024  DEADLINE 17/09/2023
- 01/02/2024 - 31/06/2024  DEADLINE 15/12/2023

WHO: IMM researchers moving between two or more IMM units.

HOW: Submit a short project proposal to interunits.cooperation@imm.cnr.it .
All proposals will be evaluated by a dedicated Internal Committee and validated by the IMM Deputy Directors and the Director.

FUNDS FOR PROJECT: maximum 2000 euros, larger budget will be considered if more than two Units or more than two stays are necessary.

https://www.imm.cnr.it/inter-units-cooperation